Meet Ana Maria Hoyos
Under clearly marked cultural influences, and through shapes between the virtual and the
material, this artist explores an explosion of sensitive emotions which translate into the forms in
her work as freedom and her views of life through her professional experience. Spatula
movements fade intense acrylics into subtle oils.
Her subtlety insinuated colors and shapes flicker between brilliant colors and intense shapes filled
with force which seems to bubble like hot lava, between still calm and the strength contained in an
emotion which must be screamed out loud.
Ana Maria finds the strength of her soul after experimenting with techniques and channeling
through brushes, vibrating with the textures, using her hands and sustaining with the force of a
spatula without planning forms, only letting herself be taken and finding surprising results which
she falls in love with only to then sign her work and finish it.
The artist herself say: “The first one to be surprised is me, I dont look for results, I dont plan my
abstractions, I just find it and give it a soul, they are analogies, simply that. I enter into a totally
different world where I lose all fear, replaced with imagination and passion. The acrylic and
graphite have given me strength and I have found myself.”
Ana Maria Hoyos’ art is visceral. It comes from within. Explores her whole strength. Her work is
the visual lecture of the trajectory of a personal life. Passion, strength. Her work describes her.
Her work is a result of a process of exploration which has taken many years of study and
discipline. Ana Maria Hoyos is an artist that sordidly describes the language of colors in a tense
calm which traps the spectator in front of her works. A psychological profile of an intense moment
lived in her heart and expresses without words on a white canvas which results in a masterfully
created piece of art. Each work, an illustrated passion which moves you to dream of a space
created by the artist, a place where you can feel in an intimate way the passion created by an
artist on canvas. A privilege that only lovers of art will understand.
Strong colors, intense fusions, textures demanded by insinuated forms which are discovered in
her works, hidden behind shadows and lights which reveal shapes, perhaps figures, in emotional
spaces which demand to be viewed with purpose.
This is Ana Maria Hoyos, artist. These are her works. I invite you to get to know her and enjoy a
private conversation with her book.
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